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Speck Presidio Pro Samsung Galaxy S10 Black

Brand : Speck Product code: 124587-1050

Product name : Presidio Pro Samsung Galaxy S10 Black

Presidio Pro, Samsung, Galaxy S10, Black

Speck Presidio Pro Samsung Galaxy S10 Black:

Features: Speck Presidio Pro Two-layer case: rubber and hard outer shell improved drop protection Drop
protection: certified 10-foot (3mt) drop protection IMPACTIUM™ Shock barrier: absorb and disperse
shock during an impact Every case is lab tested to protect against extreme drops, extreme
temperatures, cracks and abrasions and UV resistance Material: ultra durable TPU UV protection: resist
turning yellow from the sun Raised edges, protects display from scratches Soft-touch texture and
scratch-resistant finish One piece design Case is QI wireless charging compatible (only for devices that
support QI wireless charging ) Compatible with: Samsung Galaxy S10
Speck Presidio Pro Samsung Galaxy S10 Black. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung,
Compatibility: Galaxy S10, Maximum screen size: 15.5 cm (6.1"), Surface coloration: Monochromatic,
Product colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 15.5 cm (6.1")
Compatibility * Galaxy S10
Case type * Cover
Material * Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
Product colour * Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic

Features

Brand compatibility * Samsung
Desktop stand
Closure type Not applicable
Protection features UV resistant
Built-in battery

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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